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Application of Program Graphs and Complexity Analysis
to Software Development and Testing
Norman F. Schneidewind development projects. In addition, complexity can be
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey used as a quantitative index for allocating resources
(time, personnel, and computer) during the test phase of
software development.
Key Words-Software reliability, Program graphs, Complexity Another application of this research is the use of
analysis complexity for developing test strategies and selecting
test data. This is accomplished by using the directed
Reader Aids-
Purpose: Provide information for improving software quality and test graph representation of a program and its complexity
procedures measures (e.g., cyclomatic number) to decompose the
Special math needed: Graph theory, Matrices program into its basic constructs. The identification of
Results useful to: Software and reliability engineers. program constructs enumerates the components of the
program which must be tested and provides a basis for
Abstract-Several research studies have shown a strong relationship sltg tsdwhich are needed tovtest th se com
between program complexity, as measured by the structural properties
of a program, and its error properties, as measured by number and ponents. Additionally, matrix forms of the directed
types of errors and error detection and correction times. This research graph identify program properties which are useful for
applies to: a) the setting of threshold values of complexity in software program development and testing. Matrix operations can
production in order to avoid undue difficulty with program debugging; be performed to generate program paths. Having iden-
b) the use of complexity as an index for allocating resources during the tified program paths, input data.can be selected to test
test phase of software development; c) the use of complexity for
developing test strategies and the selection of test data. these paths.
Application #c uses the directed graph representation of a program This paper covers the following topics:
and its complexity measures to decompose the program into its basic
constructs. The identification of the constructs serves to identify a) the * Definitions of graph properties which are germane
components of the program which must be tested, and b) the selection to program development and testing.
of test data which are needed to exercise these components. Directed- * Examples of the use of graph properties for pro-
graph properties which apply to program development and testing are gram development and testing.
defined; examples of the application of graph properties for program * Discussion of program complexity and error prop-
development and testing are given; the results of program complexity
and error measurements are presented; and a procedure for complexity erties results
measurement and its use in programming and testing is summarized. * Summary of a systematic procedure for program
complexity measurement and its application to complex-
ity assessment and testing.
INTRODUCTION
Several studies have shown a strong relationship be- PROGRAM GRAPHS
tween computer program complexity, as measured by the
structural properties of a program, and its error proper- A graph is an extremely useful tool for analyzing the
ties, as measured by the number and types of errors and structural, complexity, and error properties of computer
error detection and correction times. These results have programs [5, 6]. The following explains the
been demonstrated on both a theoretical basis, using characteristics of graphs and how these can be used as
analytic and simulation models [1-3], and from an em- metrics for measuring program structure and complexity.
pirical standpoint, based on the collection and analysis The characteristics to be considered are: adjacency
of complexity and error data from actual programming matrix and its powers, reachability matrix, tree, chord,
projects [4]. circuit matrix, fundamental circuit matrix, cyclomatic
One application of this research is the use of max- number, path, and number of paths. The above
imum values of complexity during software development characteristics allow one to: described a program's struc-
in order to control the complexity of computer pro- ture, decompose a program into simpler sub-structures,
grams. When program complexity is restricted, undue determine whether there exists unreachable code, and
difficulty with program debugging is avoided. This con- estimate the relative difficulty of writing and debugging
cept has been applied informally at the Naval Air programs. An application of the metrics is illustrated
Development Center, Warminister on certain software with an actual program.
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coincide, and the remaining vertices are distinct, this1> (;) path is a circuit. A directed circuit has all edges with the
al \ GG a same (clockwise or counterclockwise) orientation. Thus
2,o, 2 2oti G, and G2 are circuits but only G1 is directed.
ct {b 0 \ c ( T b bl 6. Connected Graph. A graph is connected if there is\dd at least one path between every pair of vertices. G, G1,
d and G2 are connected.
7. Tree. A tree T of a connected graph is a connected
4 4gS5 subgraph that contains all vertices of the graph but no
circuits. The edges contained in a tree are called
branches. The complement set of edges 7, that is the re-5;) Im maining edges of the graph, are called chords. One of
lf G2 lf the trees of G is shown in Figure Ic, where T = (a, b, d,
6 6 6t e, f, g, h, i, k) and 7 = (c, j, 1, m) are the branch set
I hX / / X gh/ h and chord set, respectively. If E and V represent the
number of edges and number of vertices, respectively,
7 8 7 8 7
~~~~~~~thenumber of branches and chords is V-lI and F -V
I5 i / (I ) X 1, respectively.
Figure lb. k
Sub-Graphs ,
10 G, and G2 10 MATRIX PROPERTIES
Figure la. Figure lc.
Graph G Tree T Adjacency Matrix. The adjaceny matrix X
=
[x,;]
GRAPH PROPERTIES of a directed graph with V vertices is a V.V matrix con-
sisting of 0, 1 elements, when xij 1 if there is an edge
The following definitions are duetoChan7directed from vi to vj. and 0 otherwise [8]. The r-thThe following definitions are due to Chan [7]:
1. Graph. A graph is a set of line segments called power of the adjacency matrix Xris the number ofdirected paths of length r-edges between each pair ofedges (ej) and points called vertices (v1) which are the end vertes vand Shown ineFgs 2a, 2 c ar Xf
points of the edges, interconnecting in such a way that 'rc,andX joG, iv Thus Fig2b so at
'~ ~~~~~~~~"X, and XI of G, respectively. Thus Fig. 2b shows thatthe edges are connected only to the vertices. A non- there are two paths of length 2 from v6 to vg; these con-directed graph has no orientation of the edges; a directed sist of edges g & i and h & j (see Fig. Ia.). A directed
graph does have edge orientation in the form of arrows. path of length 3 from v, to v10 is indicated in Fig. 2c;
Fig. Ila shows a directed graph G. this is a path from start to terminal vertices consisting of
2. Degree of a Vertex. The degree of a vertex is the edges a, d and 1. Let v, designate the terminal node of a
number of edges incident on that vertex. The degree of graph, and recognize that the maximum possible path
v6 of G is 3. length is r = E edges, then the matrices X, ..., XE with
3. Subgraph. A portion of a graph, containing a non-zero entries in the 1, t cells will enumerate all of the
subset of edges and vertices of the graph is called a paths which start at v, and terminate at v,.
subgraph. Two subgraphs of G, G1 and G2, are shown in 2. Fundamental Circuit Matrix. A fundamental cir-
Figure lb. cuit matrix [7], with respect to a tree T of a graph G of
4. Path. If a set of edges el, e2, ..., ei can be ordered V vertices and E edges, is the matrix Bf of order (E - V
in the form e,(v,, V2), e2(v2, V3), ..., ei(vi, vi+l), where v, + 1).E with each row identified by a fundamental circuit
and vi+1 are the terminal vertices and all vertices are c, (with respect to 7), and each column by an edge ej,
distinct, then the set of edges forms a path. In G, the set where bij = 1, if ej is in ci and has same orientation as
of edges a, d, e forms a path. By this definition vertices chord in ci; bij = -1, if ej is in ci and has opposite
may not be revisited. Thus the sequence of edges a, b, c, orientation of chord in ci; bij = 0, otherwise. The bf for
d in G is not a path because v2 appears twice in the edge G is shown in Fig. 3. The chord set T = (c, j, 1, m)
sequence. In graph theory this sequence is called a walk. forms a unit matrix on the left. The branches of T are
However since iteration is an important characteristic of on the right. Circuits are formed by adding one chord at
computer programs, we will modify the above definition a time to T. Thus the circuits are: bc, ghij, efgikl,
of path to include walks in order to avoid using two adefgikm, corresponding to c,, C2, C3, C4, respectively,
terms when describing a program graph. When the edges where cl and C4 are directed circuits. Fundamental cir-
of a path have consistent orientations, the path is cuits have the property that no circuit in the set can be
directed. The above paths are directed. obtained by a linear combination of other circuits in the
5. Circuits. If the two terminal vertices of a path set. The number of fundamental circuits in a graph is
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0100000000 1 00 11 00000 0
2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
X 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 X2=5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 1 9 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 00 0 0 0 0 0 00 10 0o 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0o
Fig. 2a. Adjacency Matrix Fig. 2b. Square of Adjacency Matrix
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Program
Chords Branches Construct
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 c j I m a b d e f g h i k
2 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 cl1 0 0 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 While Do
3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 c20 1 0 0 0 0 0 0° -lI -l 0 If Then Else
X3= 4 ° 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 Bf=c3 0 0 l 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 0 -1 -1 If Then
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 c20 0° 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 i 1 Main Line
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Fig. 3. Fundamental Circuit Matrix Bf of G
8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 L0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 APPLICATION OF GRAPHS TO
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING
Fig. 2c. Cube of Adjacency Matrix
Directed Graph Representation of Computer Programs
given by E- V + 1, the number of chords. Once Bf has The use of a directed graph to represent a program
been determined, all circuits in a graph, comprising the will now be demonstrated. The connected graph which
circuit matrix Ba, can be generated by performing all has been discussed in the examples is the graph of the
possible ring-sum (Exclusive OR) operations indicated by ALGOL procedure in Fig. 5. The circled numbers in Fig.
(e) on the rows of Bf, if the negative signs in Bf are ig- 5 correspond to the vertex numbers in Fig. la; edges cor-
nored. A ring-sum operation on two rows of Bf will respond to ALGOL statements between vertices. The
generate either another circuit in G, whose edges are program constructs (e.g. If Then Else) of this procedure
either in one of the original circuits but not in both, or are shown in Fig. 6. The four constructs (While Do, If
an edge-disioint union of circuits [8]; the latter are ig- Then Else, If Then, Main Line) are connected
nored. Thus from Figure 3, C2 @ C3 will generate circuit subgraphs. The part of the procedure corresponding to
efhjkl and C2 @ C4 will generate circuit adefhjkm. no iterations and the satisfaction of all true conditions is
Program constructs, which will be described later, cor- called the Main Line. Each of the constructs can be ob-
respond to each row of Figure 3 (While Do, If Then tained from the tree in Fig. 6 by adding a chord to the
Else, If Then, Main Line). tree. These chords are: c for While Do, j for If Then
Else, / for If Then, m for Main Line. Each of the con-
structs is an independent circuit. Edge m is artificial, and
3. Reachability Matrix. The reachability matrix R - has been added to the graph for the purpose of obtain-
[rz1] has a value ri1 = 1 if a directed path exists between vi ing the Main Line construct as an independent circuit; it
and Vj, and 0 otherwise [6]. The R matrix for G is shown is not part of the ALGOL procedure. Using Main Line
in Fig. 4. This matrix does not include the edge m, allows edges a and d, which do not appear in the other
because this would result in R having all ones, a special three constructs, to be represented in the set of indepen-
case where each vertex can be reached from every other dent circuits. The independent circuits in matrix form
vertex (strongly connected graph). (B1) are shown in Fig. 3. The extent of branching at a
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Tree While Do If Then Else MainUe
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 8
5 | O01 1 1 1 1 1 d
R=5 0 00 00 11 11 1
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 11 e f Then
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 4
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 / e
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Fig. 4. Reachability Matrix R of G (with no edge from 10 to 1) 9 7 <X1/
k
PROCEDURE TEST-CONDITIONS
O COMMENT TEST ALL CONDITIONS FOR MEMBER IDENTIFIED BY CURRENT_NODE; Figure 6. Decomposition of Figure la. Structure





I :=1;(0t BWHILE ((REQUEST(I) -N= "Q") AND (FAIR = TRUE)) DO cuits with common edges). Thus the complexity and dif-
FAIR:=MATCHING(I); ficulty of testing a program are reduced.
3 END; From the standpoint of testing, each of the con-(4) IF FAIR = TRUE TNENteed niy. xap,5\-J-~ BEGIN K> structs is tested as an entity. For examplein~~~~~BEINinFi.5, to
A:=ALLOCATEl; Fg
IF LIST POINTER = NIL THEN LIST POINTER:=A test whether the While Do loop terminates correctly, test
ELSE SETCDR1(LAST,A); data would be generated to produce MATCHING(I) =
LAST:=A;SETCDR1 (LAST,NIL); FALSE for some designated value of I.
SETCAR1 (LAST,CDR2 (CURRENT_NODE+1));
( 9 ), END;
END TEST_CONDITIONS; 2. Program Paths
Figure 5. ALGOL Procedure Corresponding to Graph of Figure la. The Adjacency Matrix and its powers provide
program-path information which can be used to identify
vertex is given by the degree of the vertex. For example the paths whose correct execution should be verified.
the beginning of the If Then Else construct is at v6. This Two elementary program paths are given in Fig. 2b,
vertex has degree 3, corresponding to the entry, Then, where it is shown that there are two paths of length 2
and Else branches. Vertex degree is one indicator of pro- from v6 to v9; these correspond to the If Then and IfgramdElsc hexy.V Then Else branches. Path length as used in Fig. 2 refers
to number of edges and not to number of source
statements. The sparsity of Xn is a measure of the pro-
Implications of Graph Properties for Program gram complexity and difficulty of testing. The sparser
Development and Testing the matrix, the fewer the paths and the shorter the path
lengths.
1. Program Constructs Complete paths from v, to vi0 can be obtained by
performing ringsum operations on the independent cir-
A program graph can be partitioned into its con- cuits of matrix Bf, as explained previously. The six possi-
structs by first identifying a tree and then adding a ble paths so obtained are:
chord at a time as shown in Fig. 6. Each construct is a
basic unit of a program which must be tested. The Path Corresponds To
number of constructs or independent circuits is called the
cyclomatic number [10]. This was previously given as E a d efg i k C4 (Main Line)
-V + 1. This quantity is highly related to difficulty of a d e f h j k C2 e C4
debugging [1, 4]. Since fundamental circuits are linearly a d / C3 @ C4
independent, it is desirable to minimize the number of a b e d efg i k C1 e3 C4
nonfundamental circuits. This would have the effect of a b c d e f h j k C, @ C2 e C4
minimizing the degree of interaction of constructs (cir- a b c d 1 C1 @3 C3 @ C4
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These are paths from start vertex to terminal vertex errors of commission, omission, or transposition (e.g.,
which should be tested. typing error). The next most frequent error is a
An example of path testing using the Main Line Representation Error which is defined as a failure to
path, is the selection of test data for which: make the correct physical representation of thoughts,
REQUEST(1) = "Q"; LIST POINTER = NIL (See Figs. such as writing a statement different from what one in-
5 and 6). tended. The third most frequent error is a Syntax Error
in coding, involving the violation of programming-
3. Code Reachability language syntax rules. The fourth most frequent error is
a Program Design Error: Extreme Conditions Neglected.
The reachability matrix can be used to ascertain This error occurs when extreme numeric values, which
whether any program code is not used. This would be in- cause underflow or overflow, exceed array limits or ex-
dicated by one or more zero rows in R. In Fig. 4 there is ceed bounds, etc., are neglected.
no unreachable code (Row 10 has zeros intentionally, as The errors which are of interest with regard to com-
explained previously ). plexity analysis are those which occurred after the first
Also it is possible to identify and test the ways in error-free compile, when the debugging phase began. Er-
which a given node can be reached. For example Fig. 4 rors which are not related to structure-clerical and syn-
indicates that V4 can be reached from v,, V2, V3. To test tax errors-were usually found during desk checking or
for reaching V4 from v2, test data that has REQUEST(1) compilation. Of the 173 errors found on the four pro-
= "Q" would be used. To test the reachability from V3 jects, 64 were found during debugging and testing. These
and, by necessity, from v, (FAIR: = TRUE), the follow- errors are related to complexity of structure. Only four
ing test data would be provided: REQUEST(1) m = of these are clerical errors. Errors were located on the
"Q" and MATCHING(I) = FALSE, for some value of directed graphs. For example, there was a design error
I. involving loop control on edge a of the program of Fig.
The relative importance of vertices can also be ascer- la. The analysis involved partitioning the structures into
tained by examining R and noting the number of ways a a set with no errors and a set with errors. For the pur-
given vertex can reach other vertices. A high number in- pose of this experiment, structure is equivalent to pro-
dicates that the vertex and the edges comprising the cedure. In the more general case, a structure could be
paths to the other vertices are relatively important for any subgraph of a program graph. A procedure is
correct execution of the program and should be accorded equivalent to a subroutine. Since the programs were
corresponding emphasis in testing; v2 is such a vertex in coded in ALGOL, and ALGOL programs are comprised
Fig. 4. of PROCEDURES (subroutines), it was appropriate to
Reachability may also be defined as the sum, over all use the PROCEDURE as the unit of error analysis.
vertices, otMean values of complexity measures were calculated for
vertches oferthen eraofwabtys canbe. the two sets. The results are shown in Table 1. There isreached. Average reachability can be obtained bynothsaeum rofpcdrsinahrwofhs
dividing this figure by number of vertices. This is the not the same number of procedures in each row of this
way reachability was calculated in Table 1, which will be table because some procedures had an infinite number of
described subsequently. paths, which prevented these procedures from being
counted for 'Number of Paths' and 'Reachability'.To use irectedgraphspracticlly forprogra These results apply in other situations under the
representation and complexity measurement, it is . . .
necessary to automate significantly the production of the following conditions and caveats:
matrices and complexity measures from a definition of
the program graph. Even the latter can be generated, if * There is little turnover of programming personnel
the problem has been put in the form of a decision during projects. This restriction is imposed in order to
table. Several automated tools exist for directed graph reduce, if not eliminate, programmer skill as a com-
manipulation. parative factor in error commission and detection.
. These results will not necessarily be obtained for
PROGRAM COMPLEXITY MEASURES OBTAINED two programs alone (program with higher complexity
FROM DIRECTED GRAPHS has greater number of errors). The results are mean-
ingful only in a statistical sense: over a large number of
An experiment was conducted at the Naval programs, high complexity will lead to high error rates.
Postgraduate School involving an analysis of software .Program complexity is only one of many factors
errors and program structure and complexity. There which cause errors. Poor specifications are one of the
were 173 errors reported on four ALGOL projects, rang- leading causes of errors. This factor was not included in
ing in size from 70 to 1084 source statements and con- the experiment due to the programming emphasis of the
sisting of 2007 statements in total. Manual errors are the projects, i.e., the projects did not require significant
most frequent. These errors could result from lack of system analysis and design and the creation of a system
motor skill or temporary manual dysfunction involving specification.
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TABLE 1 circuits, the result is a path) from start-vertex to
Software Error Experiment terminal-vertex are identified. These paths, along with
Complexity Measure Comparison any complete paths identified from the set of fundamen-
Procedures With No Erros vs. Procedures With Errors tal circuits, constitute the set of paths of interest. The
fundamental circuit and adjacency matrices are needed
No Errors Errors for this purpose: the former for performing the ring sum
Mean Number of Mean Number of operations and the latter for providing the vertex-
Value Procedures Value Procedures successor information which is needed for path tracing.
Cyclomatic Number 1.70 83 4.74 31 Additional matrices of interest, which would be obtained
Number of Source by computer program, are powers of the adjacency
Statements 9.36 83 27.2 31 matrix and the reachability matrix. The feasibility of the
Number of Paths 2.67 82 27.1 20 above method of path identification is predicated on the
Reachability 10.1 82 120. 20 existence of a terminal vertex.
4. Complexity measures (e.g., number of paths) are
computed or identified from the information produced
SUMMARY OF PROGRAM COMPLEXITY in steps 2 and 3. An interactive program for path iden-
MEASUREMENT PROCUDURE tification and complexity measure computation has been
developed at the Naval Postgraduate School. Many
For simple programs, such as the program of Fig. la, elaborate computer programs which perform these and
graph and matrix properties can be ascertained almost other functions have been developed [9].
by inspection. Therefore the question arises as to the The uses of the above data are summarized below:
necessity for the formalism which has been suggested; . Fundamental circuit matrix: identification of pro-
there are two answers. gram constructs to test.
1) Most programs are more complicated than the ex- . Paths: identification of paths to test. If a large
ample program; this program was selected so that the number of paths exists, it is a signal that the program
reader could follow the procedure without becoming will be difficult to debug and maintain, and should be
distracted with unnecessary program details. With a divided into smaller modules.
larger program, it is more difficult to identify properties, . Reachability matrix: identification of unreachable
such as number of paths and path identification, by code.
sight; the difficulty of determining these properties by . Adjacency matrix: identification of paths and path
inspection grows very rapidly with program size and lengths.
complexity. Thus algorithms and automated tools are . Complexity measures (cyclomatic number, number
necessary for complexity analysis. of paths, and reachability) are used to set limits on pro-
2) An analysis of this type must be systematized. A gram complexity during software development and to
systematic procedure will ensure that two individuals provide indices for allocated effort to program testing
employing the same methodology will produce the same (allocate more test effort to the more complex
types of data and that these data can be used in common programs).
by a large software production operation for complexity
control and test purposes. Of course, some of the data CONCLUSIONS
could be generated by the programmer as the program is
written; however, this information should not be relied The properties of directed graphs which apply to pro-
upon for corporate use, because the chance for error, gram development and testing have been described.
using manual analysis, is very high. These procedures can be employed fruitfully in any largeThe following is a systematic procedure for using the scale software production facility which has a continuinggraph analysis methodology, requirement to write computer programs. Since the
1. A directed graph is drawn as the program is feasibility of the method is based on the use of
written, or it is produced from a decision table represen- automated tools and the requirement to devote con-
tation of the program. siderable manpower to its implementation and use, it
2. A computer program is used to identify the graph would be too costly for low volume software operations.
tree corresponding to the 'fall thru' or true conditions in In high volume operations, however, the implementation
the program. A set of fundamental circuits is generated costs would be rapidly amortized and the use of the
from this tree by adding a chord at a time to the tree. methodology should result in better structured programs
3. A computer program is used to generate ring-sums with fewer errors and should also lead to a more rational
from the fundamental circuits. Any resulting circuits testing process. The fact that one large Naval software
which constitute complete paths (if the artificial edge facility is using several of these methods to control soft-
from terminal vertex to start vertex is ignored for these ware complexity is encouraging.
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Correction to 1978 December Issue More notation
Correction #1 1 the system is in Ej
U (k) after k transitions
The following material was inadvertently omitted from [1]. O otherwise
The material goes between (9) and (11) on p. 338, col. 2. The 00
author, Editor, and compositor apologize for the omission - ni E U.(k)k=Onone of them caught it. Please go back and mark your 1978
December issue now. Nij E(i) {ni}
The matrix [A] is similarly equivalent to [K] T, [3, 6]. n ti. lim {N At}distinct eigenvalues ensure that [M] is nonsingular, which im- At -+ 0 { t
plies that [M-1 ] will exist. A transformation to Jordan form The solution for t. is:
can always be done if there are multiple eigenvalues. Using Ti
(9), the solution of (2) is [11] Leif Kanderhag, "Eigenvalue approach for computing the relia-
[P(t)] = [Po] [M-l ] T [eAll [MI T(10) bility of Markov systems", IEEE Trans. Reliability, vol R-27,[P(t) = [P0] [M-' IT [eAt [IT(10) 78 Dec, pp 3317-340.
from which any component of [P(t)] can be obtained. Correction #2
Mean time to failure Figs. 3 and 4 in [1 ] were inadvertently reversed by the com-
positor after the authors had approved the proof. Please
The s-expected time the system is in Ej given that it began mark your 1978 Dec. issue, p 378 to reverse figs. 3 and 4.
in Ei can easily be computed by using the function U,(k) (de- [1] R. Billinton, M. Alam, "Effect of unrestricted repairs on sys-
fined below). tern reliability indices", vol R-27, 1978 Dec., pp 376-379.
